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inane.  “Banality  of  Evil”  is  the  product  of  dialectical
negation to  “Radical  Evil”,  marks  the  completion and
maturity of the system of Arendt on the concept of “evil”.
Arendt  on  the  concept  of  “evil”  deeply  criticized  the
totalitarian  reign  of  terror  changed  human  nature
completely from the social and individual perspectives.








1.   THE  ORIGIN  OF  ARENDT  ON  THE
CONCEPT OF “EVIL”













the  ability  at  the  time  of  the  creation  of  man,  that  is,
people  can  choose  to  obey  and  not  to  obey.  The
consequences of original sin for Adam and Eve reflect the
ability of disobedience to God. The core issue of “original






principle of  “original  sin” is  to “punish crime,  reward
good  deeds.”  Arendt’s  thought  deeply  influenced  by
Augustine  “original  sin”  theory,  early  in  her  doctoral
thesis “On the Augustinian” love “concept” had emerged.
1.2  Kant’s “Radical Evil”
Kant  believed  that  human  nature  is  evil.  In  his  book






with  a  tendency  to  hasten  evil.  Subsequently,  Kant
proposed  the  concept  of  “radical  evil”:  This  evil  is
essential, because it spoils the basis of all criteria, but it is
not by means of a natural human tendency to eradicate.































Kant  envisaged  out  of  an  absolute,  universal  moral
law—this is absolutely categorical imperative commands













Germany’s  political  catastrophe  of  the  Western
civilization and its traditional moral system completely





2.  “RADICAL EVIL”: THE REDUNDANCY
OF PEOPLE
2.1  The Connotation of the “Radical Evil”
In the 1951 book The Origins of Totalitarianism, Hannah
Arendt  put  forward  the  concept  of  “radical  evil”.
Totalitarian regime inadvertently found that some crimes
are neither punished nor excusable. When the impossible













even human laws and penalties  are  difficult  punish  it.
Without  this  concept,  we  can  not  know -  what  really
thorough nature ‘evil’ is. So what is the person’s excess as




themselves,  but  also  cut  off  the  link  between  people,
people become isolated, people completely lost the ethical
and  social  nature,  the  abolition  of  people’s  moral
consciousness  and  moral  judgment  may  completely
eliminate all the conditions of the people had for others.




2.2  Radical  Evil” Changes Human Nature and
Make People Redundant
How the new concept—“radical evil” appears and how
human  nature  was  completely  changed?  Arendt  said:
“Radical evil” is associated with a system in which all
people becomes redundant. Visible, Arendt said: “such a
system  is  totalitarian;  it  is  in  such  a  precondition
totalitarian  regime,  “the  radical  evil”  to  be  able  to  be




that  all  aspects  of  private  and public  life  are  ruled by
authoritarian governments. So totalitarianism is how to




the  camp  is  the  best  proof  of  the  people  into  beasts.
Arendt  said  further  analysis,  through  three  steps,
totalitarian  camp  completely  changes  human  nature,










into  the  living  dead  that  human  individuality  and










difference,  free  and  rational  man,  who  has  become  a









Arendt’s  “radical  evil”  explores  the  idea  that  how
people  become  beasts  step  by  step,  people  become










3.   “BANALITY  OF  EVIL”:  PEOPLE
WITHOUT THOUGHT
3.1  The Trial of Eichmann


















forgive  herself.  On  the  other  hand,  Arendt  herself  is
persecuted during “the second world war”, she should be”
compensated” face to face.
3.2  The Concept of “Banality of Evil” Has Been
Put Forward






every effort  to  remain calm.” (Arendt,  2003) Through




believed  that  before  the  evil,  murderous  Eichmann  is
completely different, he could be funny like a clown, a
mouthful of some endless cliches, to the absence of any














Jerusalem—About  Banality  of  Evil  Reports,  a  book,
Arendt  formally  proposed  the  concept  of  “banality  of
evil”.  Arendt  believes  that  the  crimes  committed  by
Eichmann were “banality of evil.” So what is “banality of
evil”, what kind of responsibility Eichmann must to bear?
3.3  The Connotation of “Banality of Evil”
The concept of “banality of evil” was first proposed by
Arendt’s  husband Heinrich Blucher,  he used a  similar
ironical argument to understand the evil, and he thought
that  evil  was  a  funny  phenomenon.  In  “Eichmann  in
Jerusalem—About  Banality  of  Evil  Reports,”  a  book,
Arendt borrowed this concept to describe such people like
Eichmann, referring to the mental state and psychological
motivations  of  perpetrators  extremely  shallow  hole.
Arendt  on  Eichmann  who  saw  only  the  devil  could
destroy the world,  like Eichmann such mediocrity can
also  destroy  the  world.  “Mediocre”  literally  means
























is  no  depth.  Evil  is  by  no  means  essential,  it  is  only




independent  thinking  and  just  obey  orders  stiffly  and
thoughtlessly.
What is the relationship between thought and “evil”?
First,  what  is  thought?  Arendt  appreciated  Martin
Heidegger’s  definition of  “thought”:  Thought  will  not









outside  view,  understanding  the  code  of  conduct
reflection and criticism. Second, the relationship between





something  itself  on  the  self  evaluation;  itself  a  voice;
judgment:  the ability  to  distinguish between right  and
















will  collapse  in  the  value  of  some  of  the  established
standards and rules. Destructive ideas embodied in the
person’s ability to judge digestion, make it  difficult  to
distinguish  between  right  and  wrong,  beauty  and
ugliness.” (Arendt,  2006) Arendt believes that thought
would undermine and weaken the moral principles of all
human  good  and  evil,  values  and  standards,  it  is  a











from  the  context,  but  analyzing  the  pure  concepts  in
isolation  can  only  lead  to  misunderstanding  and
misinterpretation, which are why Arendt’s thoughts were
misinterpreted. In my opinion, it is necessary to start from












third  is  a  rebellion  against  the  Western  philosophical
tradition. Western philosophical tradition believes, do evil
must have an evil motive or purpose of unscrupulous self-
interest,  “evil”  is  the  essence  of  humanity,  is  the  evil
devil. By reporting the trial of Nazi war criminal Adolf
Eichmann,  Arendt  refused  to  demonize  “evil”;  she
thought that evil is by no means considered fundamental
thing,  evil  has  no  depth  without  dimension.  Arendt’s
“banality of evil” embodies a rebellion and shock of the
Western  philosophical  tradition.  Fourth,  a  deep










There is  an inevitable  evolution of  logical  thought
from the  “radical  evil”  to  “banality  of  evil,”  it  is  the
symbol  of  maturity  of  Arendt’s  “evil”  system.  “The
radical  evil”  is  the  logical  starting  point  of  the  “evil”
system, is the political evil of the over inflated totalitarian
government.  Under  the  totalitarian  rule  of  the









beasts.  “banality of evil” is  the dialectical  negation of
“radical evil”: Develop the use and discard the useless and
refinement.  Later,  Arendt  thought  that  “evil”  is  not
fundamental  without  any  depth  or  dimension,
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